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	A comprehensive multidisciplinary review of the most relevant molecular, genetic, and behavioral approaches used to investigate the neurobiological basis of drug addiction. The authors explore the latest findings on opioid, psychostimulant, cannabinoid, alcohol, and nicotine addiction, provide fresh insights into the genetic basis of drug addiction and the new therapeutic perspectives these have opened. They describe the technology available to generate conditional knockout mice and show how these mice can reveal the molecular basis of opioid, psychostimulant, and cannabinoid addiction. They also review the different behavioral models available to evaluate the rewarding effects of drugs and analyze the genes involved in alcohol dependence.
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JAVA DESIGN PATTERNSIndependent Publishers Group, 2017

	If a problem occurs over and over again, a solution to that problem has been used

	effectively. That solution is described as a pattern. The design patterns are languageindependent

	strategies for solving common object-oriented design problems. When you

	make a design, you should know the names of some common solutions. Learning design...
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Bone Densitometry in Clinical Practice: Application and Interpretation (Current Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2003

	This fully updated and dramatically expanded edition will allow family physicians and specialists to fully understand not only what they need to do, but also why. New to this edition-over half the book-are discussions of the clinical guidelines for selecting patients for densitometry measurements, various questionnaires and indices that have...
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IT Problem ManagementPrentice Hall, 2001
The complete "best practices" guide to IT problem resolution!

No matter how professional your IT organization, if you can't resolve problems quickly and effectively, you'll lose your stakeholders' confidence—and fail. Nowadays, help desk s aren't enough: companies want true service centers capable of delivering complex,...
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All the Mathematics You Missed: But Need to Know for Graduate SchoolCambridge University Press, 2001


	Math is Exciting. We are living in the greatest age of mathematics ever

	seen. In the 1930s, there were some people who feared that the rising

	abstractions of the early twentieth century would either lead to mathematicians

	working on sterile, silly intellectual exercises or to mathematics

	splitting into sharply distinct...
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Male Alopecia: Guide to Successful ManagementSpringer, 2014

	This monograph provides specialists and primary care physicians who are interested in hair with the practical know-how needed to achieve successful management of male alopecia. Guidance is first provided on the examination of hair loss in men, covering such aspects as clinical examination, the role of trichoscopy and the trichogram,...
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Professional J2EE Programming with BEA WebLogic ServerJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Despite its wordy title, Professional Java 2 Enterprise Edition with  BEA WebLogic Server actually is one of the better books that you can get for  learning JSP-based programming with Java and Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs). By  highlighting practical matters--including setting up and running the popular BEA  WebLogic Server, and benchmarking...
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